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*30,000 foot view
The Sleep Landscape



*The Global Sleep Problem



Sleep NOW



 1925.  Nathaniel Kleitman. Grandfather of sleep
(PhD, U Chicago. Studies on the physiology of sleep, 1925)

  1953. Aserinsky describes REM sleep 
  1953. William Dement names sleep stages and AHI 
defines sleep studies
  1978. Creation of AASM and certification
 1999. Discovery of Hypocretin receptor 2 gene
  2008. HST.  2008 CMS accepts HSTs
  2008. Sleep Tech takes off with Apps 2008

2018 Connected Sleep
Wearables, sensors, … Apps



*Sleep Apnea 
Undiagnosed

American Sleep Apnea Association

80%
Undiagnosed

*
 



The SLEEP Apnea Problem
*American Sleep Apnea Association

• 80% undiagnosed in US*
• Sleep labs and CPAP poorly tolerated
• Fragmented Care
• Resulting in poor compliance



Interruptions in breathing 
during sleep caused by a 

narrowing of the nose and throat 
and associated with:

Poor quality sleep
Excessive daytime sleepiness

Serious medical conditions 
Transportation/MVA accidents

Absenteeism (and 
presenteeism)

$160B economic burden 
in the US

(Sleep Medicine, Harvard Medical 
School/McKinsey and Co, December 2010)

*WHAT IS sleep 
apnea? (OSA,OSAS)

BlueSleep®
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*Effect of OSAS on Sleep

• Interrupted sleep
• Fragmented sleep architecture
• Decrease REM sleep and Deep Sleep
• Fewer hours of sleep
• Less or absent dreaming



*Direct impact of OSAS on 
performance

• Excessive Daytime Sleepiness
• Unrested in the morning
• Lack of memory consolidation
• Decreased motor performance (crashes)
• Poor mental function (decision making, 

concentration)
• Irritability (ADHD in children … and adults?)
• Poor sexual performance



*Effects of sleep apnea
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*Other related signs of OSAS

• ADHD
• Sleep maintenance insomnia
• Bruxism
• Morning headaches
• Poor memory
• Unable to lose weight
• Low sex drive, ED, impotence



“Increased Prevalence of Sleep 
Disordered Breathing in Adults”

American Journal of Epidemiology 2013. Peppard, Barnett, 
Young, et al. 

          MEN           30-70 yrs old.          34%
     WOMEN        30-70 yrs old.          17%

             MEN        50-70 yrs old.     43%
        WOMEN     50-70 yrs old      28%



*Most recent sleep 
apnea numbers

American Journal of Epidemiology 2013. Peppard, 
Barnett, Young, et al. 

4% 34% men, 
17% women

The Math:
M:  34-70:         23.8M
F:   34- 70:        11.9M
P:            3.0M

Total:         >37M



*Prevalence of sleep-disordered breathing in the 
general population: the HypnoLaus study.

Believe the Swiss
23% of women with Moderate to 

Severe OSAS (AHI>15)
49.7% of men

(Average age 57, 40-85 range
Average BMI: 25)

Lancet Respir Med. 2015 Apr;3(4):310-8. doi: 10.1016/S2213-2600(15)00043-0. Epub 2015 Feb 12.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25682233


*Health impact of untreated sleep 
apnea

Sleep. 2008 Aug 1; 31(8): 1071–1078.Terry Young, PhD,1 Laurel Finn, MS,1 Paul E. Peppard, PhD,1 et al.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2542952/
http://null
http://null
http://null


• High blood pressure is a common 
chronic medical condition. 

• It affects over 40% of people 
between the ages of 50 and 60 
years of age in the United States. 

• Sleep Apnea is a risk factor for the 
development of hypertension.

• Approximately 50% of those with 
sleep apnea have hypertension. In 
fact, elevated blood pressure might 
be the only clue that a person has 
sleep apnea. 

• Fortunately, treatment of sleep 
apnea may result in better control 
or even resolution of hypertension.

BlueSleep®
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*Sleep apnea  and 
Hypertension



Stroke: Sleep apnea might be a risk factor 
for having a stroke
People who have had a stroke 
are at greater risk of having sleep apnea, 
and a second stroke if their sleep apnea 
is not treated
Redline S, Yenokyan G, Gottlieb DJ, et al. Obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea and incident stroke: 
the sleep heart health study. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2010;182:269-77.

Diabetes: 
• Severe OSAS is associated with 
elevated levels of HbA1c
• Association between gestational diabetes
    and sleep apnea
Obstructive Sleep Apnea and Diabetes A State of the Art Review. 
CHEST 2017; 152(5):1070-1086
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*Stroke and 
diabetes





*Other risks and findings

• Ears: Hearing loss
• Eyes: Sudden blindness, glaucoma
• Endocrine: Diabetes, PCOS, obesity
• Pain: Fibromyalgia, narcotics increase OSA
• OB: Third trimester OSAS and fetal risk
• GYN: Post menopausal risk
• Kidneys: Nocturia
• Urology: ED, low testosterone, testosterone 

replacement
• Dermatology: Psoriasis, premature aging
• Cancer: Increased incidence and decreased 

response to treatments







• SCREEN

• TEST

• TREAT

BlueSleep®
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*What Can I Do?



*screening
The Stop Bang Questionnaire
Snoring?  Do you snore loudly (heard through closed   

doors)?
Tired? Fatigued or sleepy during the day, fall asleep driving?
Observed? Gasping or stop breathing during sleep?
Pressure? High blood pressure?
Body Mass Index (more than 35 – severely obese)
Age? Over 50?
Neck size? 17” or above in men,  16” or above in women
Gender?  Male?
Yes to 3 or more is an increased risk for sleep apnea

Chung, F., Yegneswaran, B., Liao, P. et al. STOP questionnaire: a tool to screen patients for obstructive 
sleep apnea. Anesthesiology. 2008; 108: 812–821
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The Gold 
Standard

 The “Old 
Standard”

BlueSleep®
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*Lab testing (polysomnography)



• In 2008, the Center for 
Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS) agrees to pay 
for sleep apnea treatment 
based on a home sleep test, 
and reimburses for HST.

• Home sleep testing is replacing 
the much more costly and 
disruptive lab test for 
diagnosing sleep apnea. 

• Hundreds of peer reviewed 
studies including our own; 
analyzing data from thousands 
of tests using dozens of 
portable devices confirms the 
effectiveness of HSTs

BlueSleep®
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*Home sleep 
testing technology



*Home sleep apnea test
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Portable home sleep testing 
costs:

 90% less than sleep 
labs 

Studies show that testing with 
Home Sleep Tests and 

non-specialized personnel yields 
same results as more expensive 
and more time consuming tests

*Diagnosis with Home sleep apnea testing 
technology

BlueSleep®
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*How Do I Do HST?

• Lease a kit for about $50/month 
• Practice on yourself and your staff
• Instruct patients and test 1-2 nights
• CPT: 95806
• Average Medicare reimbursement: $190
• Obtain an interpretation from a Board 

Certified    Sleep Specialist









MILD MODERATE OR SEVERE?

CPAP is not the right treatment 
for many patients

Oral appliances are as effective as CPAP
in many cases

In office procedures are very effective 
in properly selected patients

The benefits of more invasive and 
much more costly robotic surgeries 
and tongue pacemakers remain 
to be proven

WEIGHT LOSS !!!

*treatment
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*Treating Mild OSAS

Nose: nasal patency is very important
Weight management – can be curative
Sleeping position
Reflux management
Refer to sleep specialist if no improvement



*Acid Reflux & Sleep Apnea

• Edema of upper airway causes snoring
• Can worsen sleep apnea
• Sleep Apnea causes reflux from smooth 

muscle relaxation during hypoxia
• Treating sleep apnea improves reflux
• Treating reflux improves snoring





Existing Digital Sleep 
Solutions

Sleep Specific:

HST/Distance scoring
CPAP/Daily downloads/integrated wireless
OAT compliance & sleep tracking
Sleep tracking with wearables and sensors
Online CBT (Sleepio, Shut i)





*MTA Requiring Tracking 
In OATs



*Role Of Consumer Sleep 
Devices







*Future Of Wellness 
Is SLEEP!

• Remember the BIG PICTURE
• SLEEP is now part of the IOT
• Think outside the box …!
• Bring Sleep into your practice



*Questions & 
comments
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jstern@BlueSleep.com



*J Thorac Dis 2015;7(5):920-929 


